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The purpose of this dissertation was to evaluate the effects of
entry level skill assessment training on the value and level of

placement decisions made by vocational educators about handicapped
students.

With the passage of federal

legislation which encourages

the placement of handicapped students in regular classrooms, the

skills for assessing both student and training program by the vocational educator become increasingly important.
level

The use of entry

skills criterion may present a viable alternative for making

objective and functional decisions for handicapped students.
The training of entry level skill assessment utilized decision

theory techniques for analyzing exit level competencies and rating
the subjective expected utilities of the entry level
by the experimental

group.

skills developed

The control group was provided with

decision theory techniques for evaluation of existing program
materials.
viii

The evaluation procedure utilized components of decision theory

techniques to rank and weight vocational education outcomes and
rate the subjective expected utility of placement decisions.

A

pretest and posttest evaluation was utilized which consisted of
the application of decision theory techniques to the placement

decisions of

a

series of case studies of handicapped students.

The results of the study indicated that the training had no

significant effect on the values of the subjective expected utilities
of the placement choices or the number of choices for each placement
option.

The discussion focuses on the constraints involved in

developing entry level skills training procedures and utilizing
decision theory techniques for placement decisions.

IX

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

In

Keys to Managing Competency-Based Education

,

Part One,

Harrington (1977) suggests that an individual who is undertaking
vocational goal around which

vocational training must select

a

training program can be built.

In order to undertake the goal

setting process, several
into consideration.

a

kinds of information need to be taken

The relevant information includes personal,

job related, and market information.

Job related information

including prerequisite skills is required to adequately make
career decision (Harrington, 1977).

a

If prerequisite skills

knowledge is required to adequately set vocational goals, it
appears that prerequisite skills knowledge is also
in the selection of the component(s)
In

of

a

a

requirement

training program.

addition to utilizing the goal setting process in career

training selection, that selection may also be
opportunity.

a

function of

Fair (1976) argues that special needs students

are underenrolled in vocational education because of the selective

nature of the vocational programs.

The selective nature appears

to develop from the lack of adequate facilities and the desire to

recruit more "able" students does not appear to be objective.

Two of the most predominantly stated reasons for underenrollment
of special needs students in vocational education are (a) the in-

ability of the staff to maintain adequate safety procedures and (b)
the unrealistic requirements for the additional

for special needs students.

individual assistance

Additional reasons expressed include

the need to modify curriculum, additional

and evaluation criterion (Fair, 1976).

instructional assistance

Fair concluded that if a

behavioral statement of entrance competencies were available for
each vocational education program, it would permit an objective

evaluation of each prospective student, and it would also serve as
a

standard for the vocational preparation of special education

students.

It is the

aptitude for vocational skills which appears

to underlie the rationale for not providing equal

programs for handicapped students.

to vocational
in Gagne,

accessibility
Carrol

s

(cited

1967) suggests that "aptitude is partly a matter of the

possession of prerequisite knowledges and skills, or the lack
thereof" (p. 42).

Statement of the Problem

Special

needs learners are usually designated as such because

they fail to develop basic skills through normal growth and develop-

ment or through early school experiences.

development is

a

The need for basic skill

key question for determining entry into vocational

education programs (Phelps & Lutz, 1977).

Prevocational education

has been generally accepted as a pretraining procedure for providing

basic skills for occupational preparation.

However, prevocational

and career education appear to be designed to provide generalized

and global

skills which may be applicable in

tional situations.

In fact,

variety of voca-

a

there is little, if any, evidence to

suggest that these "prerequisite" skills are related to, or will
increase, the probability of assimilating specific content in

occupational areas.

For example, the development of adequate job

interviewing skills does not directly relate to the tool use
In fact,

required in the construction cluster training.

a

major

problem with examining prerequisite skills is the extreme difficulty
in determining what basic skills or concepts are essential

requisites for

a

pre-

given learning task (Phelps & Lutz, 1977).

The identification of prerequisite or entry level skills

criteria may have potential value in the training process.

One

possible effect would be the use of this information in making

placement decisions for handicapped students into regular vocational
education.

Brolin and Kokaska (1979) suggest

a

variety of methods

for helping the handicapped student to become occupational ly

prepared.

However, almost no information is available concerning

how decisions are made concerning which program, course, or

service delivery model provides the least restrictive environment.
During the last 15 years, interest has been generated by

researchers (Binder, 1964; Edwards, Guttentag, & Snapper, 1975;
Guttentag, 1973; Nutter, 1977) in the use of decision making theory

and accompanying procedures in making educational

decisions.

This model may provide

a

programming

framework to formulate the

determination of prerequisite or entry level skills.

Of even

broader significance, and an apparent logical extension is the
question:

If entry level

skills could be determined through the

use of decision making theory techniques, will this information

increase the likelihood of being recommended for placement in

a

regular vocational education setting?
The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of entry
level

skill assessment training on the types of program placement

recommendations made for handicapped youngsters by vocational
education personnel.

It is of utmost importance to determine if

certain kinds of information increase the opportunity and acceptance
of handicapped students for vocational education.

This study of the

effects of entry level skill assessment training on the program

placement decisions made by vocational educators includes the
following questions:
1.

level

Does the training in the use of an evaluation of entry

skills criteria have an effect on the perceived utility of

options which place handicapped students in vocational education

programs?
2.

level

Does the training in the use of an evaluation of entry

skills criteria have an effect on the number of choices made

which place handicapped students in programs toward regular vocational

education and away from special education programs?

Rationale

The rationale for the proposed study has both direct and

indirect implications.

The current dearth of information regarding

prerequisite skills and their utility in the decision making process
suggest that information generated in this study will provide data
for entry level

skills criterion and the placement decision process.

Entry Level Skills Criterion

Entry level skills have not been approached directly as

a

negotiable criteria for entrance in vocational programs for special
needs students.

The predominant procedure(s) to date have been:

(a)

grade appropriate placements, (b) special educator's evaluation,

(c)

available space in classrooms, and (d) student interest.

Currently no data have been generated to substantiate any of these
procedures as adequate for maximizing occupational training.

Classroom requirements (tasks and exit level skills) can be

determined through the use of job analysis techniques.

At this

time, these task analysis techniques have been utilized in vocational

settings to analyze tasks presented in the classroom, but little, if
any, attention has been directed towards entry level

criterion.
will

In

skills

other words, educators can determine what skills

be taught, but the task analysis procedure does not include

prerequisite skills assessment.

It may be that this technique will

be utilized as a component of the entry level

process.

skills assessment

While providing an initial look at the level of skills required
for entry, entry level

skills criterion information may be utilized

to identify a baseline from which negotiations

(i.e., placement

decisions where entry level criteria has not been met) can develop
for students who may vary in their abilities to meet entry level or

exit level criteria in a mainstreamed vocational education setting.

Standards for preparation and placement of special needs students
for regular classrooms have always been elusive and in many cases

arbitrary.

Through the development of entry level skill requirements,

special educators will

know what competencies are required, when

a

student has reached that level and negotiations can take place on
the basis of objective criteria between special

tional education staff.

In addition,

education and voca-

these same competencies could

form the basis for development of entry level assessment and pretraining modules (if required) for all students.
Finally, the development of entry level assessment and training

may have general izability to other mainstream programs throughout
public education systems.
tion of entry level

It appears that the need for clarifica-

skills is not unique to vocational programming

and may suggest a procedure for other instructional areas.

Placement Decision Process
Fair (1976) and Boland (1979) describe the concerns of vocational

educators regarding the dichotomy between the mandated opportunity

for handicapped students to participate in vocational education

where appropriate, and the need to make the program fair and
rewarding for their nonhandicapped students.

The criteria

necessary to make decisions which increase the likelihood of
completing vocational training goals has not yet been established.
The use of decision theory can provide the mechanism to make

program placement selections from available options.

The selection

of the alternative with the highest vocational value for the student
is

influenced by the relative importance of the outcomes.

A

concomitant influence is the perceived likelihood of maximizing
that outcome for any particular placement option.

For instance,

if the most important outcome selected is "to train only those who

want, need, or are able to benefit" and the least important is "to

provide for on the job training experiences," then the placement
decision will be more heavily influenced by the first outcome, given
that the perceived likelihood of maximizing both outcomes is
identical.

provides

a

In other words,

the subjective expected utility theory

method for rating how important each outcome is relative

to other possible outcomes and selecting an alternative that provides

for the highest possibility of maximizing those outcomes.
(1977) suggests,

"The rational

Nutter

strategy is to choose an alternative

with the greatest expected utility" (p. 27).

The application of this

theory has shown promise as an appropriate technology for making

programming decisions based on what the decision maker considers
the most important program outcome.

Definitions of Terms

Daily living skills

:

A wide variety of personal and social

skills designed to allow independent functioning in the least

restrictive environment for handicapped individuals.
Entry level skill

A skill which can be successfully demon-

:

strated prior to entry on which subsequent instruction is based.
Exit level skill

:

A skill which has been successfully demon-

strated prior to or at completion of an instructional program.

Placement option

:

An educational placement for handicapped

youngsters offering specific types of instructional services
designed to offer maximum service in the least restrictive environment.

Subjective expected utilities

:

A numerical value represented

by summing the products of each decision option and the value

associated with each vocational outcome.
Vocational outcomes

:

A statement of desired outcomes for

vocational education which are agreed upon by subjects in this study.

Limitations and Delimitations

Population
The population used in this study is defined as vocational

educators.

The size of the sample and the selectivity of backgrounds

limit the ability to generalize to other vocationally trained

instructors.

Setting
Vocational Education/Special Education Teachers Working With

Handicapped Students is

a

three week workshop designed to present

practical methods for vocation preparation of handicapped students.
The use of this workshop as a setting for this study delimits the

participants to vocational educators with an expressed interest in
improving their skills with handicapped students.
infers that all

This in no way

vocational educators are so disposed.

Training
The short training sessions designed into this study may limit
the possible effectiveness of an intervention procedure.

A single

session provides awareness but not necessarily competence in the
skills presented.

Materials
The use of brief case studies and course descriptions limit
the interpretation of the factors used by subjects in the decision

process.

While attempts have been made to insure familiarity and

generality of descriptions, no connection between these decisions
and decisions made in a real situation can be inferred from these

results.

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

An examination of the literature reveals little, if any,

reference to entry level skills criterion as it applies to vocational education.

Much of the literature concerning secondary

level mainstreaming suggests it is the role of vocational

education

to both adapt classroom requirements to the learner and provide

The predominant

entry level job skills (Cegelka & Phillips, 1978).

emphasis on entry level skills has come from techniques developed

from work evaluation, adjustment, and placement.

In an

analysis of

the procedures involved in both vocational rehabilitation (i.e.,

work evaluation, adjustment, and placement) and vocational education
the following procedural associations are apparent:

vocational
rehabilitation

Enter
Program

entry level skills assessment

vocational evaluation

classroom analysis

job analysis
prevocational and
vocational training

entry level skills training
vocational education

job placement
job adjustment

vocational
education

Exit
Program

10

exit level skills assessment

11

The review of the literature will

present vocational evalua-

tion as it suggests techniques for entry level skills assessment.

Job analysis will

be discussed as it relates to classroom analysis.

Current developments in vocational education as they apply to entry
level

skills will be presented, and

a

review of some preliminary
The final section

developments in entry level skill assessment.
will

discuss the use of decision theory as

a

technique for

eliciting program placement decisions.

Vocational

Evaluation

Neff (1966) and Brolin (1976) essentially agree that vocational

evaluation can be viewed from differing approaches.

For the purpose

of this discussion the approaches will consist of standardized

psychological and vocational testing; work and job samples; and
situational assessment.

Standa rdized Psychologic al and Vocational Testing

Standardized tests are basically an aid to the decision making
involved in the placement process.

Due to the ease in administra-

tion and scoring, reasonable reliability and predictive values,

wide variety of

standardized tests are utilized by educators in

a

educational settings (Mehrens & Lehmann,1973).

However, according

to Neff (1968), standardized tests are suitable primarily for

testing of individuals for the purposes of global screening.

A

major drawback is the minimal predictive value of the instruments.

12

Neff (1968) suggests that the characteristics of the standardization
sample, the difficulty of obtaining valid objective criteria for

work performance, the differences in test situation and the reality
of the work situation may limit the usefulness of standardized

instruments with the retarded.

This particularly would apply to

those with no prior work history.

Brolin (1976) has identified

several values of standardized tests.

Among these positive

attributes are observational data collected during the testing
situation such as:

all

1.

client problem solving strategies,

2.

frustration levels,

3.

concentration, and

4.

interpersonal communication skills,

of which may assist markedly in the decision making process.

Vocational aptitude tests usually measure an individual's

ability to perform skills assumed to be related to vocational

performance in

a

particular skill area.

Brolin (1976) suggests

that most vocational aptitude instruments used with the mentally

retarded assess an individual's ability to complete manual tasks.
Some of the more commonly used measures are the Purdue Pegboard,

Bennett Hand Tool Dexterity Test, Crawford Small Parts Dexterity
Test, and the MacQuarie Test for Mechanical Ability.
In

addition to assessments of manual tasks, more comprehensive

evaluation instruments have found increasing use in evaluation of
vocational aptitude.

The General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB)

13

appears to have some applicability for the mentally retarded.

It

was developed by the United States Employment Service for the

purpose of assessing those vocationally significant aptitudes
for vocational counseling job selection and placement (Brolin,
1976).

The test measures aptitudes in nine areas including

general

learning, verbal aptitude, numerical ability, spatial

aptitude, form perception, clerical perception, motor coordination,

finger dexterity, and manual dexterity.

The battery makes predic-

tions for about 500 occupations of the unskilled and semi-skilled
type.
A strength of the GATB is its integration with the Dictionary

of Occupational Titles (DOT) which constitutes

a

comprehensive

taxonomy of the American job market (Bacher, 1972).

However, the

battery requires an independent reading level of approximately
seventh grade which is unrealistic for many non-reading and dis-

advantaged clients.

For this reason, the Manpower Administration

developed the NATB, Non-reading Aptitude Test Battery, which has
similar subtests to the GATB and supposedly understood by individuals
with limited verbal abilities.

Both Carbuhn and Wells (1973) and

Brolin (1976) recommend the NATB as a valuable source of measure-

ment of vocational aptitude for educable mentally retarded persons.

While standardized psychological and vocational testing is
still utilized in the assessment of vocational

aptitude, the recent

developments in the area of work samples has overshadowed the use
of standardized tests except primarily for screening purposes.

14

Work Samples

Work samples have become increasingly popular in vocational

assessment over the past several years (Brolin, 1976).
sample is

a

A work

simulated work activity without an actual industrial

counterpart, while
an industrial

a

job sample is a part of

setting.

a

job that exists in

Both sample types of evaluation include the

use of tools and standards associated with jobs (Sankovsky,

Arthur, & Mann, 1971).
and job samples as

operation.

a

Neff (1968) combines the concept of work

mock up or close simulation of an industrial

The work sample is essentially the kind of work a

potential employee would perform on the job.

The literature is

replete with studies indicating the superiority of work samples
as an approach to vocational

tional

assessment.

Jewish Employment Voca-

Service (1968), Overs (1968), and Usdane (1963) offer support

for work samples because the samples assess the same skills,

aptitudes, and abilities required by competitive employment situations.
real

Other studies indicate that because the samples resemble

work situations, they are more motivating to clients than are

standardized tests (Hoffman, 1970; Neff, 1966; Overs, 1968).

In

addition, educational level, speech and hearing disabilities, and
high levels of anxiety effect work samples less than standardized
tests (Lustig, 1966; Overs, 1968).

The use of work samples for mentally retarded populations has
been viewed as superior to standardized tests by Gold (1973),

Hoffman (1970), and Neff (1970).

In contrast, several

studies

15

have indicated that standardized tests may provide more usable

vocational information than work samples (Cobb, 1969; Sankovsky,

Arthur, & Mann, 1971; Super

&

Crites, 1962).

According to

Timmerman and Doctor (1974), many jpb differences cannot be

duplicated by work samples which affect the predictive validity
of job samples.

One particular outgrowth of work samples has been the develop-

ment of work sample batteries or systems.

These work evaluation

systems have been developed to assess vocational potential

variety of job situations.

in a wide

Brolin and Kokaska (1979) report that

the work sample and work sample system procedures are difficult to

validate on actual job situations.

However, there is

a

distinct

advantage over most standardized vocational aptitude and interest
tests because of their close proximity to the world of work.

This

face validity provides a more readily observable significance to
the participants

(Brolin & Kokaska, 1979, p. 219).

Several of the

more widely used systems are presented below:
TOWER.

One of the earliest developed batteries is TOWER,

Testing and Work Evaluation in Rehabilitation (1936).

TOWER

includes 14 areas of work evaluation measuring 110 work skills.

Evaluation takes approximately three weeks and tasks range from
simple to complex.

MICRO-TOWER.

A more recent version of the batteries developed

by the Institute for the Crippled and Disabled, MICRO-TOWER (1976)

consists of 13 work sample areas.

The samples are presented through

16

the use of audiocassette and photobook instructions.

A learning

period is permitted before evaluation, which may be useful for

populations with learning deficiencies.
JEVS.

Developed by the Jewish Employment Vocational Service

(1968), JEVS is

a

system that consists of 28 work samples covering

20 different work areas with 10 worker trait groupings.

Originally

developed for use with culturally disadvantaged youth, the samples
have been successful with many physically, emotionally, and mentally

handicapped individuals (Brolin & Kokaska, 1979).
VIEWS.

An adaptation of several work tasks, Vocational

Informa-

tiona and Evaluation Work Sample (1976) was designed to assess the

work potential of learning disabled and mentally retarded clients.
One unique feature of VIEWS is that it does not require reading as
a

prerequisite skill and incorporates the use of demonstration,

practice, and repeated instruction as techniques for assessing the
potential of the clients for various types of occupational areas.

SINGER.

The Singer Vocational

Evaluation System (1973) is

a

work oriented screening device designed to help the individual make
a

vocational choice through a hands-on exploration of several job

tasks.

The system utilizes an audio-visual approach to present

programmed instruction of the performance of specific tasks.

The

tasks, which are grouped in 17 different occupational clusters, are

self contained within each work station and complete with the

necessary instructional tools.

17

WREST.

The Wide Range Employment Samples Test (1972) is

composed of 10 work samples.

Developed in

a

workshop for the

mentally retarded, the WREST is designed for moderately and
mildly retarded individuals.

The relatively short administration

time and precise instructions are of particular value in this

batter-.

VALPAR.

The Valpar Component Work Sample System (1975)

was designed to provide information on worker characteristics and
is

keyed to the Worker Trait Arrangement in the Dictionary of

Occupational Titles (1977).

VALPAR consists of work samples which

include small tools, size discrimination, numerical sorting, upper

extremity range of motion, clerical comprehension and aptitude,

independent problem solving, multilevel sorting, simulated assembly,
whole body range of motion, tri-level measurement, eye-hand-foot
coordination, soldering and inspection, money handling, integrated
peer performance, electrical circuitry and print reading, and drafting,
COATS.

The Comprehensive Occupational Assessment and Training

System (1974) consists of four major components:

Living Skills,

Work Samples, Job Matching System, and Employability Attitudes.

Additional systems include the Talent Assessment Program
(Nighswonger, 1975), the Hester Evaluation System (1972), and the

McCarron-Dial Work Evaluation System (McCarron & Dial, 1976).
The use of work samples and work evaluation systems has signifi-

cantly influenced the vocational evaluation of handicapped persons.

A major problem in its use in vocational

education programs is

the extensive resources required to develop and maintain

a

complete array of work samples and work evaluation systems.

S ituational

Assessment

The situational assessment approach is the most commonly and

comprehensively used work evaluation approach (Brolin, 1976).
This approach is concerned with observation of individuals on
real

or simulated work tasks and within a group rather than an

individual setting.

Dunn (1973) argues that vocational evaluation

predictors can be expected to reach their greatest validity when
they closely approximate a real work setting.

Pruitt and Longfellow (1970) conceptualize the components of
situational assessment as follows:
1.

planning and scheduling observations;

2.

observing, describing, and recording data;

3.

organization analysis and interpretation of
observational data;

4.

inclusion of observation in the evaluation.

Brolin (1976) presents several advantages and disadvantages of situational assessment:

Advantages
1.

activity approximates the real work situation;

2.

eliminates typical test situation which is anxiety
producing;

;

19

3.

possible to assess many typical work behaviors
(interpersonal relationships, cooperation, pressures,

authority)
4.

gives person time to adjust to novel

5.

evaluation can take place under

a

situation; and

variety of

conditions.

Disadvantages
1.

dependent on accurate interpretation of observers;

2.

problem of variance among raters; and

3.

group sitting may effect the rater's evaluations.

Job Analysis

Thorndyke (1963) has aptly described job analysis as consisting
essentially of

a

characteristic of the work performed on

a

job and

an analysis of worker characteristics relevant to job performance.

The job description is usually qualitative and the worker analysis

Lawry (1972) describes job analysis as

is

usually more quantitative.

"a

systematic way of observing jobs; determining the significant

worker requirements, physical demands, and environmental conditions;
and reporting this information in a concise, usable format"

(p.

27).

Job analysis has been approached through the statistical

procedure of factor analysis.

The objective is to isolate dimen-

broad range of jobs (Fruchter, 1952;

sions of aptitude common to

a

Palmer & McCormick, 1961).

Techniques other than factor analysis

have been employed to do job analysis.

Das

(1960) used both job

descriptions and motion time study techniques in analyzing worker
requirements.
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Blackman and Superstein (1968) suggest that job analysis can
be a major contributing factor in the development of an instruc-

Using careful analysis of the task to be learned

tional system.

as manifested by the production of appropriate terminal

behaviors,

these terminal behaviors provide two distinct types of information:
(a) methods of instructional

systems designed to evoke these

behaviors and (b) attention to those psychological attributes in
the learner than appear to be prerequisites.

Hopkins and Brock (1976) suggest that information obtained and

recorded through the job analysis should cover all criteria

for job

placement, "from union dues to specific behaviors and tasks required"
(p.

54).

Both standard formats and narrative forms are utilized in

job analysis.

Hopkins and Brock (1976) suggest that

is the most useful

a

standard form

approach when comparing one job with another and

providing comparisons of student profiles with job analysis components.

Summary
This section, in its review of vocational evaluation, describes

techniques used for identifying skills necessary to be competitive
in the world of work.

If these particular techniques

are

applied

to determining skills necessary to be competitive (i.e., successful)
in the world of vocational

training, the following conditions appear

to be necessary.
1.

Standards for training must be provided either on an

individual class basis or system wide, which are shown to be specifi-

cally related to vocational success, or
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2.

Training situations must be identical to the actual

vocational setting from which standards are derived.

Currently, neither of these conditions appear to exist at

adequate levels in vocational education programs.

The development

of entry level skill assessment may be shown to be related to these

evaluation techniques, which will provide

a

needed link in the

ongoing evaluation from entry level of vocational training to exit
level job competencies.
In

addition, job analysis provides techniques which show promise

for the assessment of entry level

skills.

Its primary utility,

however, has been for identifying skills necessary to be presented
in a training sequence and has not addressed the question of how

pretraining in entry level skills may facilitate the quality and
rate of the assimilation of vocational education.

The development

of additional procedures to establish initial entry level

criteria may be

a

skill

necessary companion to the assessment of the skills

currently presented in

a

vocational education program.

In fact, a

promising relationship may be established through the use of job
analysis techniques to provide data on existing programs.

These

existing techniques, combined with the procedures for outcome

assessment and decision making presented in this study, may well
offer the symbiotic relationship necessary for determining entry
level

skills criteria.
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Education

Vocational

One of the major problems confronting vocational education is

that of developing and maintaining curricula that are attuned to
the rapid social and technological changes in society (Calhoun &
Finch,

Table

1976).
1

1.

The basic curriculum models are presented in

and summarized below.

The subject centered curriculum is

tional pattern at the secondary level.

a

traditional organiza-

Students are often

separated into tracks—college bound, general, and vocational.
Individual subjects are within each track, there is no overlap

between tracks, and courses are arranged vertically.
2.

The core curriculum is

a

group of separate subjects

required of all students regardless of track.

may or may not be
3.

a

Vocational education

component.

The cluster based curriculum is based on the premise that

certain occupations have common learning and skill requirements
and that students who have mastered these skills have more employ-

ment options.
4.

The organic curriculum design leads to options permitting

the maximum self actualization of each individual.

The curriculum

prepares students for employment either before or following graduaThe student would have entry level

tion.

skills permitting access

to the labor market at any point.
5.

A competency based curriculum is one that specifies the

desired objectives or competencies in an explicit form, identifies

^r

•

p-
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the criteria to be applied in assessing the learner's competencies,
and holds the learner accountable for meeting these objectives.
6.

Individualized instruction is characterized by (a)

selection and sequencing of instructional tasks and objectives,
(b)

development or selection of materials to teach each objective,

(c)

evaluation for proper pupil placement, (d) plans for develop-

ing individualized programs of study, and (e) procedures for

evaluating and monitoring individual progress.
7.

An open access curriculum is characterized by flexible

scheduling, small group and individualized instruction,
level

a

high

of student involvement, team teaching, and an emphasis on

individual

interests and abilities.

Open access curriculum is the

counterpart of the open school concept.
In an

evaluation of these major curriculum models for voca-

tional programming, the results presented in Table

1

suggest that

only three curriculum models (competency based, individualized

instruction, and open access) address themselves to the problem
of entry level requirements.

Competency Based Curriculum
The objectives of the curriculum are met through

a

series of

functions which include identifiable processes and products
(Calhoun & Finch, 1976).

Included in these functions are the

specification of assumptions.

These assumptions could be inter-

preted to mean the prerequisite skills necessary for entry into
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Analysis of the following two models

this competency sequence.

(individualized instruction and open access) would suggest that
they are variations of a competency based curriculum utilizing

variable entry requirements.

The major difference appears to be

in a program centered versus student centered orientation.

Individualized Instruction
The curriculum model for individualized instruction includes
as one of its elements, an evaluation procedure for placing

students at the appropriate point in the curriculum.

The major

assumption is that students are, in fact, within minimal entry
level

competency range and placement is primarily an assessment

procedure locating an entry point into the instructional sequence.

Open Access
In an open

logical

access curriculum the assumption of success is

extension of the student developing his or her own formula

or instructional plan.

through

a

a

Entry level requirements are determined

cooperative decision between student and instructor.

this process entry level

skills are assessed jointly and are

In

a

variable unique to each individual.
The development of these curriculum models has been
to the rapid social

Finch, 1976).

a

response

and technological changes in society (Calhoun &

Despite these developments and federal mandates,

cooperative efforts toward improved programming for the handicapped
is not a widely prevalent practice

(Cegelka

&

Phillips, 1978).
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Cegelka and Phillips suggest that placement of handicapped students
in vocational

programs should have variable time periods contingent

upon meeting objectives (1978, p. 86).

however, to

It appears,

Clark (1975) that vocational education has not and may not be

willing to use alternative instructional and curriculum models
like competency based instruction in lieu of more traditional fixed

content curriculum.

Entry Level Skills

"The characteristics of handicapped learners as they have

bearing on school learning call for explicitness in curriculum and

purposefulness in teaching method not characteristically found in
the ordinary school curriculum"

Entry level skills,

a

(Goldstein, 1976,

p.

290).

form of explicitness in curriculum is dis-

cussed from the viewpoint of need and current state of implementation.

Need

Phelps and Lutz (1977) suggest that if a prospective special
needs learner has attained certain minimal competencies that are

important for task performance, that should be sufficient to permit
the student to initiate the instructional module.

However, they

note, if "the basic skills and concepts are viewed by occupational

educators as prerequisites and are used to screen students out of
occupational programs, they have been seriously misused" (p. 243).

Almost all references to entry level skills suggest that the
role of entry level

skills is to determine placement.

Bloom
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(1971) suggests entry skills assessment is for determining placement
on a continuum applicable to the subject.

Calhoun and Finch (1976)

state that entry level skills determine to what degree skills are

already mastered and to prescribe proper learning packets.

Implementation Models
Teske (cited in Calhoun
sive model

&

Finch, 1976) developed a comprehen-

for curriculum design that has been successfully used in

vocational education.

As

a

component of this model Teske requires

an assessment of entrance requirements for course training standards.

Entrance requirements (i.e., previous training and/or experience
needed as prerequisites) are includes in the course training

standards along with (a) purpose (employment capability), (b)

qualifications of graduates, (c) career duties and task capabilities,
(d) job elements,

and (e) proficiency standard for each job element.

Burnes (1974) describes

a

model for implementing entry level

skills in an individualized instruction system.
the use of

a

Figure

1

illustrates

remedial center approach to intervention prior to

entry into an instructional program.
At Rutgers University, Francine Grubb (1976) produced a

series of employment orientation courses for special needs students

designed to provide basic skill development for entry into regular
vocational programs.

The course titles include (a) basic business,

(b)

beauty culture, (c) hospitality, (d) laundry, (e) sewing, and

(f)

foods.

A major problem of this presentation is lack of

prerequisite
behaviors
incomplete
enters
instruction

completed
remediation

prerequisite
behaviors
complete

learner enters
instructional
sequence

Figure

1

Individualized Instruction System:
Diagnosis of Prerequisite Skills
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a

description of how criteria were established for entry level

competencies of vocational programs.

Decision Theory

The procedures used by individuals and groups to make decisions
has been the subject of research for many years (Kleiter, Gachowetz,
& Huber,

1976).

The development of tools for analyzing decision

making has evolved as probability theory, theories of games,
classical and Bayesian statistics, operations research, and

utility theory (Edwards, Lindman, & Phillips, 1965).

recent

In a

report, Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein (1977) suggest that

a

trend is definitely apparent in the study of decision making by an

increasingly diverse set of disciplines, including psychology,
medicine, and education.
This discussion of decision theory will be limited to the use
of utility theory as a focus for the analysis of decision making as
it applies to education.

Multi Attribute Utility Measurement

Edwards (1971) has developed an application of utility theory
that has come to be known as multi attribute utility measurement.
This technology has provided an orientation toward easy communication and use in environments in which time is short and decision

makers are numerous and overextended (Edwards, Guttentag,
1975).

The following is

a

&

brief description of the sequence

developed by Edwards (1971).

Snapper,

.
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Step 1:

Identify all

individuals or organizations whose

utilities are to be maximized and who have

a

stake in the decision

making process.
Step 2:

Identify the issues relevant to the decision making

process.
Step 3:

Identify the outcomes of the action, or decision.

These outcomes become the entities to be evaluated.
Step 4:

Identify the dimensions of value (or goals) related
Often the

to the importance of the entities under consideration.

goals may be restated, combined, or eliminated.
Step

5:

Rank the dimensions in order of importance through

group and/or individual
Step 6:

participation.

Rate the dimensions in order of importance, preserv-

Assign the least important dimension

ing the ratios.

a

weight of 10

then increase the values of the dimensions according to importance.

Step 7:

Sum the importance weights, dividing each weight by

the sum, then multiplying by 100.

Step 8:

Measure the location of each entity being evaluated on

each dimension.
Step
Ui

=

Zi

Wj

9:

Calculate utilities for entities using the equation
This equation is the formula for determining a

U-jj.

weighted average.
Step 10:
If a subset of

Decide.
i

Make the decision based on the maximum

is to be chosen,

maximum is the best decision.

then the subset for which

Uj

U-j

is
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Educational

Implications

With the passage of the Education of All Handicapped Children
Act (P.L. 94-142) the emphasis on least restrictive environment
left little doubt as to the emphasis on the most "normal" environ-

With

ment for education to take place for handicapped students.

this emphasis came the obvious link to an expanded role for the

regular classroom teacher as

a

major source of instructional

The inclusion of the regular classroom teacher as

services.

member of the placement committee has been acknowledged.

a

Harnack (1968)

suggests there is a cluster of knowledge that resides with the instructor; therefore, the instructor must help make decisions related
to curriculum planning.

However, Nutter (1977) suggests that the

procedures for arriving at placement decisions has not been identified,
the context within which placement decisions are made has not been

specified and the impact of training personnel to make placement
decisions has not been discussed.
In a

Subjective Utilities Approach for Evaluating Program

Choices for Exceptional Children

training in

a

,

Nutter (1977) hypothesized that

decision making child study approach would affect the

utility of program choices made which placed handicapped students
toward regular education and away from special education.

The

results indicated that training showed no significant effect in the

number of placement choices at each level made as
training.

a

result of

The results did, however, show a significant effect on

the utility of one level

for one school

in the experimental
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population.

While the significance of the findings of this study do

not lead to any conclusive trends, the use of the utilities model
for decision making presents one of the few attempts to utilize
a

technique which has promise, but has not been adopted as

a

procedure for making educational placement decisions.

Identifying Educational Outcomes
The identification of educational outcomes has been discussed
by Edwards

(1971), Edwards, Guttentag, and Snapper (1975),

Guttentag (1973), and Nutter (1977).

The procedure developed by

Edwards (1971) and described in the earlier section, Multi Attribute

Utility Measurement

,

has been adapted for use by Nutter (1977).

The Rawgoo Technique (Nutter, 1977), which incorporates the steps

developed by Edwards (1971), was utilized as

prioritizing desired outcomes, as

a

a

technique for

preliminary step for developing

and rating program or instructional options.
In addition,

recommendations for utilization of the Rawgoo

technique included;
1.

the use with students to develop individual or classroom

learning outcomes.
2.

the use with teachers in cooperative planning to increase

teacher job satisfaction.
3.

the use with teachers in assessment of classroom performance

for both peers and students.
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In general, the procedure could be utilized

whenever

a

series of

options need to be evaluated in terms of their probability of
The evaluation of

maximizing some desired outcome.

a

series of

options is presented as subjective expected utilities.

Subjective Expected Utilities
Subjective expected utilities is the process of selecting among
alternatives in terms of the subjective values of some outcome and
the probability that the alternative will result in the desired

product or performance.

other words, it is the selection of

In

choice which will have the greatest probability of reaching

a

a

Edwards (1965) in his discussion of

desired group of outcomes.

subjective utility defines what he calls

a

payoff matrix as the

relationship between the state of nature and selected alternatives.
The intersect of the state of nature and the alternative is defined
as a consequence.
Ua-,

Where

Ua

=

Nutter (1977) describes the formula as
=

(

Pa-j

x

WG-j

)

.

.

.

(Pa-|

x

WG p ).

the measure of the utility of the alternative, Pa is the

probability of that alternative, and WG is the weighted outcome.

Impact of Data on Decision Making
One of the most commonly used strategies to modify the decision

made by individuals is to increase the amount of knowledge concerning
the topic under consideration.

Burnstein and Vinokur (1975)

suggest that the acquisition of new information is the major factor
in revising choices.

Bayes law states that the assimilation of

new data item would revise probabilities as follows:

a
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The odds after the receipt of new data equal the likelihood ratio for the new data times the odds in favor of
(Nutter,
the decision prior to the receipt of the data.
1977)

Vinokur (1971) described

series of findings in the influence

a

of information on choice shifts.

The findings appear to support

the hypothesis that choice shifts are due to a cognitive process

of informational

influence regarding and assessment of utilities

of the outcomes in a choice situation.

Summary

The review of the literature has been designed to present
related information through discussion of vocational education,
job analysis, vocational instruction, entry level skills, and

decision making.

The concepts of entry level skill assessment

have not been explored to date in the literature.

Almost all

references are incidental or nonspecific statements of procedures
within more complex elements.

Through discussion of vocational

evaluation and job analysis techniques, attempts have been made to
illustrate procedures which may be applicable to vocational education settings.

The discussion of vocational education has focused

primarily on the use of entry-exit level skills criteria as
component of the curriculum.

a

The section on entry level skills

suggests the need to determine entry level skills and some pre-

liminary attempts to incorporate entry level skills into program
models.

Finally, the use of decision theory shows promise for
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the development of decisions which may produce the relevant

information needed for exploring entry level skills criteria.

Throughout the review of literature,
appears.

a

The theme suggests that vocational

recurring theme

rehabilitation and

vocational education are evolving through a process of refinement
of assessment and training.

In

addition, the constant evolution

of assessment procedures in rehabilitation and education suggest

that solutions are actively being sought to the problem of dis-

cerning essential from nonessential prerequisites.
Finally, the review of literature suggests by its \jery absence
that entry level skill training is a variable which needs to be

examined in its relationship to exit level competencies.

Chapter III will present the methods and procedures for
examining

a

specific application of entry level skills assessment

training and its influence on vocational education's role in the

education of special needs students.

CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Chapter III presents the methods and procedures of this study.
The chapter is organized into two major sections and includes the
(a)

description of the subjects and (b) procedures, including the

experimental design, hypotheses, and the method of data collection
and analysis.

Subjects

The subjects in this study consist of

21

participants in the

Summer Vocational Special Needs Workshop at the University of
Florida.

The participants were selected according to the follow-

ing criteria:
1,

level

A direct mail advertisement was distributed to district

Vocational Directors and Special

State of Florida describing
ing vocational

a

Education Directors in the

three week summer workshop for train-

educators to work with handicapped students.

directors were requested to distribute the information to all

subordinate personnel.
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The
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2.

Interested and/or recommended personnel were instructed

to return the tear off portion of the mailer.
3.

All

respondents to the above request were subsequently

mailed an application with
4.

a

return request.

Applications were screened and selected according to

the following priorities;
a.

currently employed as

a

vocational educator,

b.

currently employed as

a

secondary level

a

related profession

special educator,
c.

currently employed in

dealing with handicapped students.

Thirty-five applications were received and
pants were selected for participation.

participants did not attend.

total of 24 partici-

Three of the selected

The remaining

randomly assigned to the Experimental

a

21

participants were

(E's) and Control

using a computer generated randomization technique.

(C's) Groups

Group assignment

was determined by identification numbers which were assigned randomly
to the group at the beginning of the pretest phase.

of groups followed the pretest phase.

The selection

A list of the subjects by

identification number and group assignment is included as Appendix A.
The procedures presented will be discussed as they appear

within the proposal; the pretest, intervention, and posttest
phases.
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Pretest
The pretest phase consisted of the utilization of two related

procedures; identifying vocational outcomes and determing subjective

expected utilities.
to all

All

procedures described as pretest were applied

subjects in the study.

Identifying vocational outcomes

The application of decision

.

theory to the development of outcomes for vocational education has

Development of outcomes or

not appeared in the literature to date.

goals was prevalent during the period of 1950-1970 resulting in the

adoption of these as basis for federal legislation.

Three documents

which were generated to explore the considerations of vocational
outcomes have been selected to provide the stimulus for the

identification of

a

series of desired vocational outcomes.

ments are the Basic Assumptions of Vocational
1973), Theories of Vocational
1949), and Philosophical

The docu-

Education (Thompson,

Education Practices (Prosser & Quigley,

Implications of the Vocational Amendments of

1968 (Beaumont, 1971).
Using the documents described above,

outcomes was generated.

a

listing of vocational

These outcomes were arranged by grouping

similar concepts from all documents and duplicate concepts were
deleted by project staff.

All

remaining concepts were randomly

selected for order of presentation.

The compiled list of outcomes

is included as Appendix B.

The compiled list of outcomes was presented to the subjects
in a session which was designed to (a)

increase their understanding
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of the importance of identifying desired vocational outcomes,

(b)

provide an opportunity to suggest and/or modify outcomes, and (c)
indicate the relative importance of each desired outcome for the
vocational education process.

The following is

a

description of

the procedure.
1.

Familiarize the subjects with the Vocational Education

Outcomes (Appendix B).

Each subject received a printed copy of

the outcomes, read, and discussed them in small groups.

A dis-

cussion period followed to allow for clarification.
2.

The subjects were then asked to reexamine the list and

suggest any "outcomes" that they felt should be included.

If an

outcome was suggested, it was presented to the other subjects.
No outcomes were added or deleted by the group.
3.

Each subject was given a deck of cards.

The deck contained

the number of cards corresponding to the identified outcomes, one

identification card,

and five pile cards.

A number for the goal

and a short descriptive phrase for the goal appeared on each of the

outcome cards.

The pile cards were labeled as (a) Pile 1, Most

Important; (b) Pile 2, Moderate Importance; (c) Pile 3, Average

Importance; (d) Pile 4, Marginal

portant/Irrelevant.

Importance; and (e) Pile 5, Unim-

Spaces for identification number, name, and

position were provided on the subject's identification card.
4.

The outcomes were then prioritized by assigning ranks

and weights utilizing the Rawgoo Procedure (Nutter, 1977).

Complete instructions for the ranking and weighting procedure are
included as Appendix C.
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Each of the subjects responses

then analyzed and computed

was

as follows:
1.

The values assigned for each of the top ten ranked outcomes

were summed to produce
01
2.

a

total

outcome sum.

+ 02 + 03 + 04 + 05 + 06 + 07 + 08 + 09 + 010 = 0SUM

Each of the ten outcome values were divided by the total

outcome sum to produce

a

weighted outcome.

01/0SUM, 02/0SUM, etc.
3.

The weighted outcomes for all subjects were totaled across

each outcome and divided by number of subjects (N=21).
WOl-j

4.

+ W01 2

+ W01
4

+ W01 3

.

.

.

W01

=

l0

W0SUM/N=MW0

Each of the mean weighted outcomes were computed and the

values ranked.
5.

The top ten selected outcomes (in terms of mean weighted

outcome score) were reported to the subjects as stimulus for the

determination of subjective expected utilities.

During the period

of time in which the top ten outcomes were computed and selected,
all

subjects were provided with an unrelated task.

Determining Subjective Expected Utilities

.

The subjective

expected utilities (SEU's) of three levels of vocational placement
options was obtained by asking each subject to review
referral describing

a

handicapped student.

obtained from the records of

Conference Report.

All

a

Michael

narrative

This description was

public school district School Staffing

identifying descriptions and names were

removed prior to presentation to the subjects.

presented in Appendix

a

D as

The case study is

the School Staffing Conference Report for
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Subjects were asked to consider vocational placement options

Appendix

based on the information contained in the referral.

provides

a

E

description of each of the placement options for voca-

tional education as developed by the Southwest Regional

Center (1977).

Resource

The subjects were then asked to rate the extent to

which they felt that the placement options would maximize each
of the ten most important vocational outcomes described in the

prior section.
The ratings were recorded on the Vocational Outcomes and

Placement Planning Decision Guide.

A copy of this guide is included

as Appendix F.

The instructions for the administration of this instrument
are:

Michael has been referred to the building placement
committee for a placement decision. Assume that
you are a member of the building committee or team
and must make a program decision from the options
Place a number between 0-100 for each
presented.
option under each outcome to show how well you think
that decision will help you maximize that outcome.
Upon completion of this task by the subjects, the responses were

computed to obtain

a

value for the relative influence of the place-

ment decision on maximizing the outcomes presented.

The value

assigned to the relative influence was identified as the subjective

expected utility (SEU).

The subjective expected utilities (SEUs)

for each decision were computed by summing the product of each

probability (j) and the weight assigned to each goal where
subjective expected utilities,

j

=

the jth row, p

=

U =

probability of
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maximizing the goal, and w

=

weight assigned to each outcome.

This

computational formula is presented below.

Uj = E

(p x w)

Intervention
The intervention phase consisted of one training session for
all

subjects.

The procedure and content is described below for

the experimental

and control groups.

Intervention for the experimental group

.

The intervention for

the E's was conducted using three basic steps: the introduction,

rationale, and description of the tasks; the identification of entry
skills criteria; and the components utilized to maximize

level

outcomes.
The

The introduction, rationale, and description of the tasks.

subjects in the experimental group were introduced to the training
session on entry level skills criteria through

a

presentation of the

conceptual development of entry level skills, the rationale for

their use, and

a

brief description of the tasks to be completed in

this training sequence.

Identification of entry level skills criteria.

The initial

task consisted of identifying the entry level skill criteria using
Level

1978).

I

Competencies for Business Education (Florida State University,
This material provides a detailed description of the com-

petencies required for completion of an entry level business education
instructional program.

This entry level sequence called Level

include competencies required in the following program areas:

I
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1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Accounting Occupations
Data Processing Occupations
Clerical Occupations
Fundamentals of Business and Office Occupations
Secretarial Occupations
Business Administration Occupations
Orientation and Exploration of Business and
Office Occupations
Business and Office Education Job Training

One program area, Accounting Occupations, was presented to subjects
for use in identifying entry level

The selection

skills criteria.

of Accounting Occupations was based on the high degree of commonality
to the other program areas based on types of Level

Appendix G provides

a

requirements for Level

I

skills required.

complete list of the program areas and their
I

competencies.

The State of Florida Program

S-andard for Accounting Occupations (Standards for Vocational
Education Courses, 1978) is included for reference as Appendix

H.

The participants were arbitrarily divided into three working

groups for the purposes of determining entry level

Using the Level

I

skills criteria.

Competencies presented in Appendix

selected one competency area.
1.

2.
3.

I,

each group

The areas selected were:

Telephone Techniques
Human Relations
Filing and Retrieving

The groups were instructed to use the competencies provided in each

area as outcomes.

These outcomes are analogous to exit level skill

criteria for each competency area.

Using these outcomes, the subjects

ranked and weighted the outcomes according to the procedure presented earlier as the Rawgoo Procedure (Nutter, 1977).

procedure is described in Appendix C.

This

Due to the reduced number of
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outcomes utilized, the pile procedure described in Appendix

C

was omitted.

Components utilized to maximize outcomes.

The second task

presented to the subjects involved the selection of entry level
skills required for each of the competency areas.

These entry level

skills were obtained by asking each subject to review the competency
area selected and develop a list of entry level skills.

All

develop-

ment of the entry level skills was shared with other participants
in the

working group.

Interactions by all participants in the

development were encouraged.

The results of each working group were

shared with other working groups, and any additions or deletions to
the entry level skills were allowed.

Using the entry level skills generated, the outcomes for each

competency area were presented to the subjects and the subjective
expected utility of each entry level skill was computed.

The

subjects were asked to rate how much they felt that each of the

recommendations for entry level skills would maximize the course
outcomes previously ranked and weighted.

The Outcomes and Entry

Skills Decision Grid was utilized to record data and compute

Level

SEU's.

The instructions for administering this procedure are:

The competencies that we have ranked and weighted as outcomes will be used to develop a series of entry level
skills decisions.
Given the ranked and weighted course
outcomes, and the course entry level skill selections
you have just completed, place a number between 0-100 for
each decision under each outcome to show how well you
think that each entry level skill will maximize the
course outcome.
The Outcomes and Entry Level Skills Decision Grid is provided in

Appendix

K.

Each participant discussed his/her rationale for
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assigning values with the group, and at the completion of the discussion, participants were allowed to modify previously assigned
values.

The subjective expected utilities (SEU's) for each decision

were computed by summing the products of each probability (j) and
the weights of each outcome, where U=subjective expected utility,

j=the jth row, p=the probability of maximizing the goal, and w=weight
assigned to each outcome.

The computational formula is presented

below:
Uj = E

(p x w)

Intervention for the control group

.

The intervention procedure

for the C's was primarily designed to control for the effects of

treatment and the effects of practice associated with the identification of outcomes and the development of subjective expected utilities.
This procedure was conducted using three basic steps; the introduction, rationale and description of training; the identification of

daily living skills; and the components utilized to maximize
outcomes.
The subjects were introduced to the topic of daily living
skills by a presentation describing daily living skills, the rationale
for instruction in this area, and the training exercises to be presented.

The identification of daily living skills was presented using
the materials developed by Florida Department of Education (1971)

entitled

E mployability

Skills Guide

.

This material

is designed to

focus on the training of students in prevocational skill areas,

including areas of daily living.

The goals developed for the program

presented in this material include the following:
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1.

Improve attitudes about work, school, and society.

2.

Improve personal appearance and hygiene.

3.

Develop a realistic understanding of the connection
between the world of work and study which assists
students in becoming contributing members of society.

4.

Develop personality characteristics of dignity, selfrespect, self-reliance, perseverance, initiative, and
resourcefulness.

5.

Become effective in personal economics and to develop
an understanding of the economic system.

6.

Receive recognition through successful experiences.

7.

Achieve in all phases of the school's education program.

Improving Personal Appearance and Hygiene (Goal 2) was

selected as an exploratory area due to its position as both
prevocational skill and

a

daily living skill.

daily living skills provides content in

a

a

The selection of

vocationally related

area without confounding the effects of instruction in skills which

may be directly related to specific vocational education.

Improving

Personal Appearance and Hygiene has been developed into a series of

three expected outcomes; To Practice Cleanliness, To Wear Acceptable
Dress, and To Practice Good Physical

expected outcome has

a

Fitness.

Furthermore, each

series of performance objectives, learning

experiences, resources, and methods of evaluation.
includes

a

Appendix

J

complete description.

The participants were arbitrarily divided into three working
groups for the purposes of evaluating learning experiences.

Using

the selected goal, each group selected one of the three expected

outcomes areas.

For the purposes of this training, the performance

objectives were to be considered outcomes with which comparisons
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will

be made.

The groups were instructed to use the outcomes to

rank and weight according to the procedure presented earlier as
the Rawgoo Procedure (Nutter, 1977).

Appendix

C was

The procedure described in

modified to exclude the piling procedure due to the

limited number of outcomes.
The subjective expected utilities (SEU) of the learning

experiences was obtained by asking each subject to rate how much
he/she felt that each of the experiences would maximize each of
the performance objectives.

The Outcomes and Daily Living Skills

Deci sion Grid was utilized to record data and compute SEU's.

The

Outcomes and Daily Living Skills Decision Grid is shown in Appendix
L.

All

of the developments of the participants were shared with

others in the group.

Interaction by all the participants was

encouraged.
The instructions for administering this procedure were
The performance objectives that we have ranked and weighted
as outcomes will be used to evaluate a series of learning
experiences. Given the ranked and weighted outcomes, and
the learning experiences, place a number between 0-100 for
each experience under each outcome to show how well you
think that each learning experience will maximize each
outcome.
Each participant discussed his/her rationale for assigning

values with their respective groups.

At the completion of the

discussion, participants were allowed to modify previously assigned
values.

The subjective expected utilities (SEU's) for each decision was

computed as described for the experimental group.
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P osttest

The posttest consisted of the identical procedure described in
the pretest section as Determining Subjective Expected Utilities

.

The vocational outcomes developed in the Identifying Vocational
O utcomes section of the

pretest phase was utilized.

Each subject reviewed three separate case studies depicting

different types of handicapping conditions.

The descriptions were

obtained through the same procedure as the pretest.

The case studies

are presented in Appendix D as Michael, Carolyn, and John.

The

ratings were recorded on the Vocational Outcomes and Placement

Planning Decision Guide (Appendix F).

The instructions for admin-

istration of this instrument were
Michael, Carolyn, and John have been referred to the
building placement committee for a placement decision.
Assume that you are a member of the building committee
or team and must make a program decision from the options
presented.
Place a number between 0-100 for each option
under each outcome to show how well you think that decision will help you reach maximizing that outcome.
The subjective expected utilities (SEU) for each decision were

computed as described in the pretest section.

Experimental Design

The experimental design used is depicted in Figure 2.

This

design is analogoug to the design described by Campbell and Stanley
(1963) as the Pretest-Posttest Control

Group Design and is depicted

below:
R

R

X
1

2

5

7

3

4

6

8
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Identifying Vocational Outcomes

Determining Subjective Expected Utilities
(Pretest)

/
/

x

in the

N
\

Identification of
Outcomes for Daily
Living Skill
Intervention
\
(alternative
\
treatment)

,

.

Training

\

.

Determining Subjective Expected Utilities
(Posttest)

Figure

2

Experimental

Design
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In this

design,

0]

and 0o are representative of the pretest scores

(subjective expected utilities), O2 through

8

are representative

of the posttest scores (subjective expected utilities).

The X

represents the intervention applied to the experimental group
subjects.

The control group intervention is depicted as

a

blank.

Hypotheses

The hypotheses to be tested, stated in the null form, are:

Hypothesis

1:

There

is

no significant difference in the subjective

expected utilities of each of the placement options
between subjects who received entry level skills

criterion training and subjects who did not receive
training.

Hypothesis la: There is no significant difference in the subjective

expected utilities of each of the placement options
for the case study of Michael between subjects who

received entry level skills criterion training and
subjects who did not receive training.

Hypothesis lb: There is no significant difference in the subjective

expected utilities of each of the placement options
for the case study of Carolyn between subjects who

received entry level skills criterion training and
subjects who did not receive training.
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Hypothesis lc:

There is no significant difference in the subjective

expected utilities of each of the placement options
for the case study of John between subjects who re-

ceived entry level skills criterion training and

subjects who did not receive training.

Hypothesis Id:

There is no significant difference in the subjective

expected utilities of each of the placement options
for the case study of Michael for the pretest and

posttest conditions of the subjects who received
entry level skills criterion training.

Hypothesis le:

There is no significant difference in the subjective

expected utilities of each of the placement options
for the case study of Michael

in the pretest and post-

test conditions of the subjects who did not receive

entry level skills criterion training.

Hypothesis If:

There are no significant differences in the subjective
expected utilities of each of the placement options
for the case study of Michael between subjects who

received entry level skills criterion training and
subjects that did not receive training on the pretest

observation.

Hypothesis

2:

There is no significant difference in the placement
choices between subjects who received entry level
skills criterion training and subjects who did not

receive training.
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Hypothesis 2a:

There is no significant difference in the regular
vocational education placement choices made by

subjects receiving training in the use of entry
level

skills criteria evaluation than those not

receiving the training.
Hypothesis 2b:

There is no significant difference in the adapted
vocational education placement choices made by

subjects receiving training in the use of entry
level

skills criteria evaluation than those not

receiving the training.
Hypothesis 2c:

There is no significant difference in the special
vocational education placement choices made by

subjects receiving training in the use of entry
level

skills criteria evaluation than those not

receiving the training.

Data Collection and Analysis

The collection of data and their subsequent analysis will be

presented as two separate areas of focus.

Data Collection

The following steps were utilized in the retrieval of

information to be included for subsequent data analysis.
1.

Collect personal data on all subjects including their

areas of vocational specialization, current teaching responsibilities,
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and professional

training.

This information was available through

the workshop application.
?..

Compile the data developed through the use of the Rawgoo

procedure (Nutter, 1977) for determining the assigned ranks and
Data was collected from the

weights of the vocational outcomes.
pile of cards ranked by each subject.

Each pile was recorded and

compiled by research staff.
3.

Collect and compute the SEU score for each placement option

completed by the subjects on the Placement Planning Decision Guide
(Appendix F) for both pretest and posttest observations.
4.

Compute the number of placement choices having the highest

SEU score for all subjects for both pretest and posttest conditions.

Data Analysis

The data analysis was conducted using the following procedure:
1.

A comparison of the subjective expected utility (SEU)

score for each placement option was assessed for all three case

studies using

a

MANOVA procedure.

These three case studies were

posttest scores only and are presented in Figure 3.
2.

A comparison of the subjective expected utility score (SEU)

for each placement option was assessed for the case study of Michael
for both pretest and posttest conditions.

Students'

t-scores will

be used for comparison for both E's and C's.
3.

A comparison of the subjective expected utility score (SEU)

for each placement option was assessed for the case study of Michael

between the E's and C's at the pretest level.

were used for comparison.

Students' t_-scores
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Case Study

Michael

Placement Options

Regular Vocational Education

Experimental

Adapted Vocational Education by

Control

Special

Carolyn

Vocational Education

Regular Vocational Education

Experimental

Adapted Vocational Education by

Control

Special Vocational

John

Group Assignment

Education

Regular Vocational Education

Experimental

Adapted Vocational Education by

Control

Special Vocational

Figure

Education

3

Posttest Comparisons
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4.

A comparison of the number of choices of placement options

having the highest subjective expected utility score (SEU) was

assessed for each placement option.

Choice was based on the highest

SEU score compared to other placement options for each case study.
A Chi

square analysis was used for comparison.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The analysis of the results presents the comparisons of the

subjective expected utilities and placement choices made by subjects
who (a) received entry level skills criteria training and (b) subjects

who did not receive the training.

The data were collected from

participants in the Summer Vocational/Special Needs Workshop at
the University of Florida.

Data were gathered for a total of

21

subjects (N=21).
The analysis is developed through the restatement of each

hypothesis and sub-hypothesis with

a

presentation of the procedures

and results.

Hypothesis

1

There is no significant difference in the subjective
expected utilities of each of the placement options
between subjects who received entry level skills
criterion training and subjects who did not receive
training.
An analysis of the sub-hypothesis shows that all

were not rejected.
is not rejected.

null

hypotheses

Therefore, the null hypotheses for Hypothesis

I

An analysis of each of the component sub-hypotheses

is presented as follows.
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Hypothe si s la

There is no significant difference in the subjective
expected utilities of each of the placement options
for the case study of Michael between subjects who
received entry level skills criterion training and
subjects who did not receive training.
The subjective expected utilities values for each of the place-

ment options were compared ysubg tge General Linear Models
Procedure, Multivariate Analysis of Variance,
Statistical Analysis System (Barr, 1976).
Table

2

reveal non-significant

F

values

a

component of the

The results presented in

(a=

.05) for all

placement

options by treatment group combinations.
The results indicate that the subjective expected utilities of
the placement options for the case study of Michael were not signifi-

cantly different between subjects who received entry level skills

criterion training and subjects who did not.
hypothesis

Hl

a

Therefore, the null

failed to be rejected.

Hypothe sis lb

There is no significant difference in the subjective expected
utilities of each of the placement options for the case
study of Carolyn between subjects who received entry level
skills criterion training and subjects who did not receive
training.
The subjective expected utilities value for each of the place-

ment options were compared using the General Linear Models Procedure,

Multivariate Analysis of Variance,
Analysis System (Barr, 1976).
reveal

nonsignificant

F

a

component of the Statistical

The results presented in Table

3

values (a = .05) for all placement options

by treatment group combinations.
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The results indicate that the subjective expected utilities

of the placement options for the case study of Carolyn were not

significantly different between subjects who received entry level
skills criterion training and subjects who did not.

Therefore,

the null hypothesis Hl b failed to be rejected.

Hypothesis lc
There is no significant difference in the subjective
expected utilities of each of the placement options
for the case study of John between subjects who received entry level skills criterion training and
subjects who did not receive training.
The subjective expected utilities values for each of the place-

ment options were compared using the General Linear Models Procedure,

Multivariate Analysis of Variance,

a

component of the Statistical

Analysis System (Barr, 1976).
The results presented in Table 4 reveal non-significant

F

values (a = .05) for the variables regular vocational education and

adapted vocational education.
tion revealed

a

significant

F

The variable special vocational educa-

value (a

=

.05) of .038 for this place-

ment option by treatment group combination.

The results indicate that the subjective expected utilities of
the placement options identified as regular vocational education
and adapted vocational education were not significantly different

between subjects who received entry level skills criterion training
and subjects who did not.

education showed

a

The placement option special vocational

significant difference between the experimental
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An examination of the mean values for the

and control groups.

experimental and control group indicates the subjective expected
utilities score for the E's is 42.442 and the C's is 27.876.

This

can be interpreted as a higher SEU value for the placement choice
of special vocational

education for John by the subjects who

received entry level skills criterion training.
The results of all

placement options by treatment group

comparisons suggest that the null hypothesis of no difference in
the subjective expected utilities of each of the placement options

for the case study of John between the treatment groups failed to
be rejected.

The significant difference (special vocational educa-

tion by treatment group) is not a sufficient condition for the

rejection of this hypothesis.

Hyp othesis Id

There is no significant difference in the subjective
expected utilities of each of the placement options for
the case study of Michael for the pretest and posttest
conditions of the subjects who received entry level skills
criterion training.
The subjective expected utilities for each of the placement

options were compared using the Students

t_

for correlated samples

(t-test) in the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie,
Hadlai Hull, Henkins, Steinbrenner, & Bent, 1975).

presented in Table
for all

5

reveal

The results

non-significant Rvalues (<x= .05)

placement options by condition combinations.

The results indicate that the subjective expected utilities
of the placement options for the pretest and posttest conditions of

63

c

.
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the case study of Michael were not significantly different for

subjects who received entry level skills criterion training.

Therefore, the null hypothesis failed to be rejected.

Hypothesis le

There is no significant difference in the subjective
expected utilities of each of the placement options
for the case study of Michael in the pretest and posttest conditions of the subjects who did not receive
entry level skills criterion training.
The subjective expected utilities for each of the placement

options was compared using the Students
(t-test) in the Statistical
al., 1975).

Rvalues (a=

t_

for correlated samples

Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et

The resul-s presented in Table 6 reveal non-significant
.05) for the regular vocational

and adapted vocational

education options between the pre and posttest conditions.

The

special vocational education placement option was significantly

different between pretest and posttest conditions at the

a =

.05

level

The results indicate that the subjective expected utilities
for the options of regular vocational
tional

education and adapted voca-

education for the pretest and posttest conditions were not

significantly different for subjects who did not receive entry
level

skills criterion training.
The special

vocational education option was significantly

different for the pre and posttest conditions.

An analysis of the

means of both conditions indicate that the subjects assigned

a

significantly lower mean subjective expected utilities value to the
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special vocational education option in the posttest condition
(X =

19.4925) than in the pretest condition (X = 34.957).

The results of all placement options by pre-/posttest

comparisons suggest that the null hypothesis of no difference in the

subjective expected utilities of each of the placement options for
the case study of Michael

in the pretest and posttest conditions

The significant difference (special

has failed to be rejected.

vocational education option, by pretest

-

post condition) is not a

sufficient condition for the rejection of the hypothesis.

Hypothesis If
There are no significant differences in the subjective
expected utilities of each of the placement options for
the case study of Michael between subjects who received
entry level skills criterion training and subjects that
did not receive training on the pretest observation.
The subjective expected utilities values for each of the place-

ment options by treatment condition was computed using the Students t
for independent samples (t-test)
Social Sciences (Nie et al
reveal

.

,

in the Statistical

The results presented in Table

1975).

non-significant t values

(«.

Package for the

=

.05)

for all placement options

by treatment conditions.

The results indicate that the subjective expected utilities of
the placement options for the pretest condition in the case study
of Michael were not significantly different between subjects who did
not.

Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference failed to be

rejected.
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Hypothesis

2

There is no significant difference in the placement choices
between subjects who received entry level skills criterion
training and subjects who did not receive training.
An analysis of the sub-hypothesis shows that all

were not rejected.
is not rejected.

null

hypotheses

Therefore, the null hypothesis for Hypothesis

2

An analysis of each of the component sub-hypotheses

is presented as follows.

Hypothesis 2a
There is no significant difference than would be expected
by chance in the placement choice for the case study of
Michael between subjects who received entry level skills
criterion training and subjects who did not receive
training.
The placement choices for each of the placement options were

selected using the largest value of the subjective expected utility
score for one of the three placement options.

This choice was

analyzed using the subprogram CROSSTABS, in the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (Nie et

procedure Chi-square,

a

2

x

3

al

.

,

1975).

Using the statistical

analysis, provided

a

comparison of

placement choice by treatment group for the case study of Michael.
The results presented in Table 8 reveal non-significant
{fit.

=

.05)

for all

A 2 values

placement choices by treatment group comparisons.

The results indicate that the placement choices for each of
the options in the case study of Michael were not significantly

different than would be expected by chance for subjects in both
treatment groups.

Therefore the null hypothesis of no significant

difference is not rejected.
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Hypothesis 2b

There is no significant difference than would be expected
by chance in the placement choice for the case study of
Carolyn, between subjects who received entry level skills
criterion training and subjects who did not receive
training.
The placement choices for each of the placement options were

selected by using the largest value of the subjective expected

utility score for one of the three placement options.

This choice

was analyzed using the subprogram CROSSTABS, in the Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et

statistical procedure Chi-square,

a

2

al

x 3

.

,

1975).

Using the

analysis, provided

a

comparison of placement choice by treatment group for the case study
of Carolyn.

The results presented in Table 9 reveal non-significant

T

=

values (a

.05)

for all

placement choices by treatment group

comparisons.
The results indicate that the placement choices for each of the

options in the case study of Carolyn were not significantly different
than would be expected by chance for subjects in both treatment groups

Therefore, the null hypothesis of no significant difference is not
rejected.

Hypothesis 2c

There is no significant difference than would be expected
by chance in the placement choice for the case study of
John, between subjects who received entry level skills
criterion training and subjects who did not receive
training.
The placement choices for each of the placement options were

selected by using the largest value of the subjective expected utility

3 o

a>

72

score for one of the three placement options.

This choice was

analyzed using the subprogram, CROSSTABS, in the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (Mie et

al

statistical procedure Chi-sqaure,

3

a

2

x

.

,

1975).

Using the

analysis provided

a

comparison of placement choice by treatment group and was computed
for the case study of John.

reveal non-significant*

The results presented in Table 10

values

(<*

=

.05)

for all placement choices

by treatment group comparisons.

The results indicate that the placement choices for each of the

options in the case study of John were not significantly different
than would be expected by chance for subjects in both treatment

groups.

Therefore, the null hypothesis of no significant difference

is not rejected.
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CHAPTER

V

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of
entry level skills training on the program placement choices made
by vocational

students.

educators in the educational placement of handicapped

The discussion summarizes the data pertaining to the

purpose, provides a discussion of results and constraints, and
explores some implications for future study.

Summary of the Data

The summary of the data is presented through an analysis of
the data for each hypothesis, followed by an analysis of findings

influenced by more than

Hypothesis

a

single hypothesis.

1

This hypothesis was used to explore the effect of an entry
level

skills training procedure on the subjective expected utility

(SEU) value assigned to levels of placement options for a series of

case studies describing handicapped students.

The multivariate analysis of variance was used to test the

hypothesis of no difference in SEU values for experimental and
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control groups.

An analysis of the data showed no significant

differences between groups on all variables with the exception of
the case study of John.

In this case study,

a

significant difference

was found on the subjective expected utility score for the special

The analysis showed that the group

vocational placement option.

receiving training placed

a

higher utility value on special education

placement than did the non trained group for this case study.
The relationship of the experimental group to a significant

greater subjective expected utility is not apparent.

Future

investigation may attempt to isolate the question of the influence
of additional specific information on the decision to make a special

education placement.

For example, does the training of entry level

skills criteria actually influence the amount of information about
an existing learning deficit that was not apparent to a vocational

educator not specifically trained in the diagnosis of handicapping
This may have an effect of increasing the perception of

conditions.
a

handicapping condition where none existed or existed to

a

lesser

degree.
An analysis of the mean score for both experimental and control

group shows

a

higher mean score 0f = 35.506) for both experimental and

control groups than either of the other two placement options (X

adaptive vocational education
education

=

21.188).

=

30.220 and X regular vocational

This relationship was not reflected in the

other two case studies.

This may suggest additional investigations

into what differential characteristics which describe handicapped

students influence various placement decisions.
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In a

comparison of the pre and posttest

score for the subjective

expected utility of placement options for Michael, no significant

differences were found for the subjects trained in entry level
skills criteria; however,

a

significant difference in the subjec-

tive expected utility was found for the untrained subjects in the

placement of students in special vocational programs.
mean from 34.957 to 19.493 indicates

a

The change in

much lower subjective
The change in mean value

expected utility for Michael at posttest.

was not apparent in the subjects who received training (X pretest =

37.70 and

I

posttest

=

29.784).

In

both treatment conditions

a

slight increase was observed in the mean posttest score for the regular
a

slight decrease in the

mean values of the other placement options.

This may suggest that

vocational education placement option and

some effect of training took place which slightly increased the

participants rating of the subjective expected utility of placing
Michael in a regular vocational setting and decreased slightly the

ratings for the other placement options.
The comparison of the pretest subjective expected utilities

showed no significant differences in the subjects between experimental and control groups.

This assures the lack of initial

biases

between groups, however, the comparison was not essential in a

randomized design, but lends assurance to the control for initial
differences.
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Hypothesis

2

The selection of

a

placement choice was the desired result

of the functional application of determining subjective expected

utilities.

The option with the greatest SEU value is considered

the placement choice.

The null

hypothesis was not rejected, indicat-

ing no significant differences in the placement choices by the

groups.
Of interest were two similar trends to what was described in

the data concerning Hypothesis
1.

1.

Within both treatment conditions, an increase was observed

in the number of regular vocational

education choices for both

treatment and control groups and the decrease in number of placement
choices for special vocational education.

There was no change for

the adaptive vocational education option.

Table

11

depicts the

difference in placement choices between pretest and posttest observations.

It is apparent from both Hypothesis

1

and Hypothesis 2 that

there was movement toward making placements in regular vocational

education and away from special education.

The suggestion is that

the experience in the workshop situation by all participants may

possibly have influenced the change in placement choices toward

a

more regular vocational placement.
2.

An analysis of the data for Hypothesis 1(c) found a signifi-

cantly higher SEU score for the group receiving training than the
group not receiving training on the special education placement
option.

The Chi-square analysis for Hypothesis 2(c) shows a much
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higher number of placement choices for special vocational education
for the group receiving training.

This much larger value (N=8)

was not repeated in the other case studies.

While an obvious

relationship exists between the subjective expected utilities score
and placement choice, the same inflated score tends to confirm the

significant effect in Hypothesis 2(c).

Constraints

The constraints in implementing a study which uses relatively
new technologies, or adapts materials and technologies are numerous.

The limited experience with many of the techniques involved in this
study mandate

a

careful evaluation of the constraints as a guide for

future investigation.

The following are constraints experienced

during the conducting of this investigation.

of Intervention

Level

The constraints of time were a major factor in the development
of this study.

Obtaining any group of professionals for an extended

intervention sequence is a difficult task.

The requirements for at

least three individual phases separated by a fairly significant
time block poses a distinct problem for the researcher.

This

study utilized a pretest, intervention, and posttest phase completed

over

a

period of two weeks.

The limits of time allocated for inter-

vention may have seriously restricted the results.
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Training Methodology
The use of training methodology involves two distinct components,
the training in the development of subjective expected utilities
and the training in assessing entry level

Subjective Expected Utilities

skills criteria.

The use of subjective expected

.

utilities involves two levels of training, the development and

prioritizing outcomes, and the selection of subjective expected
utilities.

The procedures involved in prioritizing outcomes involved

two basic constraints for this study.

The first constraint was the

relatively difficult task of quantifying values into outcome weights.
The task of deciding the relative importance for each of the outcomes

presented a decision not often required of educators.

The second

constraint involves the unfamiliar task of exploring vocational
outcomes.

The recent emphasis on legislative and regulatory

requirements has developed precedence over individual or local
The selection of subjective expected utilities

outcome development.
is an

easier task.

There still needs to be continued research in

the quantity of outcomes to be presented in any given decision as
well as the procedures for completing the task.

subjects was generally

^/ery

The feedback from

positive as to the use of subjective

expected utilities, but most all subjects did not feel comfortable
with the procedures until after more than one trial/training
session.

Entry Level Skills Criteria

.

The development of

a

training

sequence for entry level skills criteria has little support in the
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literature.

The selection of a procedure involves the adaptation of

methods from existing training sequences.
is

As a result ^jery little

assured as the the most effective procedure for demonstrating

and presenting techniques for assessing entry level

skills criteria.

The use of subjective expected utilities offers a procedure for

making decisions in many areas, and was selected on that basis.
A comparison of this and other procedures needs to be developed

for use in training entry level

skills criteria.

APPENDIX A
GROUP ASSIGNMENT BY SUBJECT NUMBER
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APPENDIX

B

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OUTCOMES

1.

Development of attitudes, basic educational skills, appropriate
habits, and skill training are all equally important for gainful

employment.
2.

Prevocational experiences are necessary to introduce students to
the world of work and provide motivation.

3.

Establish and maintain

a

minimum amount of funding below which

training should not be attempted.
4.

Utilize vocationally experienced or expert individuals as the
source of occupational skill training.

5.

Vocational education produces a unique body of knowledge for each

occupational skill area.
6.

Student must meet minimum productive abilities.

7.

Student must be able to secure

8.

Provide

9.

Provide preparation for initial entry level employment.

10.

a

means of acquiring skills essential for equal competition.

Serve students needs for a variety of educational experiences which

include vocational education as
11.

job for which he/she is trained.

a

a

component.

Replicate the work environment, utilize the same tools and procedures
and produce similar habits and manipulations.
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12.

Provide for on the job training experiences.

13.

Enable students to use interests, aptitudes, and intelligence
to highest degree.

14.

Train

15.

Provide a program which is developmental and hierarchial in

only those who want, need, or are able to profit.

regards to exit level criteria in
16.

a

wide variety of job skills.

Meet demands of the marketplace even if conflicts with the state
of the art.

17.

Oriented to manpower needs of community and greater society.

18.

Be able to serve the demands of a technological

society.

"

APPENDIX

C

RAWGOO INSTRUCTIONS

The question you are concerned with is "How important is each
of these outcomes for the education of students in vocational programs?'

At the end of this activity, you will have:
1.

Classified the outcomes from unimportant to most important;

2.

Ranked all the outcomes; and

3.

Given an importance value or weighting to the top-ranked

outcomes.
You have been given a deck of cards.

fication card.

The top card is the identi-

If it does not have your name on it,

please write your

name, your position and grade, and your area of certification on this
card.

Set it aside.
The next five cards are the "pile cards" and will be used to

classify each of the outcomes.

Take these five cards and spread

them out in front of you with enough room to stack outcome cards
near each "pile card.
Next, take the outcome cards and place each one near the most

appropriate "pile card" according to your own valuing it.

You do

not need to put any specific number in any category, nor do you need
even a minimum number in any category

.

.

.

that is, you can put all

the cards in one category, or distribute them in any way you wish.
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When you are finished with that step, you can go right on to

ranking the outcome cards.

the next step:
all

To do this, simply rank

the cards in each of the five categories (leaving them in their

categories).
will

If you have placed all

the cards in one category, you

have a greater task than if they were more evenly distributed,

but this should not affect the rankings.

Note

:

The number

1

item (the highest ranked), should be

on the top.

Put the pile cards on the top of the appropriate "pile" and

stack each "pile" on the next lower one so that the top "pile" is

number

1

(most important).

The last phase of this activity is to have you rate the importance,
or value of the 10 top ranked outcomes.

The first step is to separate

these top ten cards from the rest of the deck.

Take off the top ten

outcome cards along with the "pile cards" that may be mixed with
them.

Keep the "pile cards" in their proper position during the

rest of the activity (the information that you have supplied

according to the importance/irrelevance dimension will be used
later so we do not want to lose it).

We are going to work through

the cards backwards now, starting with the tenth ranked card.

that card and put a "10" on it.

Take

This is the base card from which

you will work and that number will not be changed through the rest
of the process.

Now take the next card (the ninth ranked card) and compare it
to the tenth card.

Ask yourself "How much more important is the
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ninth outcome than the tenth?"

important, write

a

If you consider it to be twice as

"20" on the ninth card (2 times 10 = 20).

you consider it to be 10 times as important, write

a

"100."

take the next card (eighth) and compare it to the ninth.

more important is it?"

If

Now

"How much

If it is twice as important as the ninth,

then write "40" on the eighth card (2 times 20 = 40).

Before moving

on, check back to the tenth card--is the eighth card four times as

important as the tenth card (4 times 10
so, then you will

=

If you do not think

40)?

have to adjust the numbers.

You can do this by

changing either or both the eighth and ninth cards (but not the tenth)

There is no top limit to the numbers you can use (you can use
100, or

1

million, or whatever), but you must use whole numbers.

You

can use 11, 23, 4821, etc., but as you work through the cards, each

number for the higher ranked cards must be greater than the previous
number.

And check back to all the previous cards each time

enables us to construct an interval

.

.

this

.

scale (according to measurement

people, that is supposed to be a good but rare happening in this sort
of decision making process).

After you have worked through all 10 cards, restack them with
Be sure the "pile cards" are

your highest ranked cards on top.
included in the appropriate places.

Put your identification card

on top of the whole thing, rubber band it, and say "good grief" or

any other appropriate utterance.

We say "thank you" and we will

back to you soon with what this means.

Adapted from:
Nutter, R. E.
A subjective expected utilities approach for
evaluating program choices for exceptional children
(Doctoral dissertation, University of Michigan, 1977).
1978, 34, 3416A.
Dissertation Abstracts International
(University Microfilms No. 77-26, 328)
,

get

Pile 1
Most Important

Pile 4
Marginal Importance

Pile

2

Moderately Important

Pile 5

Pile 3
Average Importance

Provide a means of
acquiring skills
essential for equal
competition.

Student must be able to
secure a job for which
he/she is trained.

Oriented to manpower
needs of community
and greater society.

Meets demands of the
marketplace even if
conflicts with the
state of the art

Replicate the work environment, utilize the same
tools and procedures, and
produce similar habits and
manipulations.

Serve students needs
for a variety of
educational experiences
which includes vocational education as a
component.

Provide for on the
job training
experiences.

Provide a program which is
developmental and hierarchi
al in regards to exit level
criteria in a wide variety
of job skills

Train only those who
want, need, or are
able to profit.

Enable students to
use interests,
aptitudes, and
intelligence to the
highest degree.

Provide preparation for
initial entry level employ-

Be able to serve
the demands of a
technological society.

ment.

APPENDIX D
CASE STUDIES

School Staffing Conference Report

Regular

Student's Name:
Grade:

10th

Discipline Records
Language
Review of Data:
a

:

In

X

IEP

Behavioral Observations

Vision

:

Physical

X

:

X

:

Hearing

X

:

X:

:

Other

John and his family recently moved to this community

neighboring state.

in the fall.

Interventions _X_:

Report _X_:

Anecdotal Reports _X_:

from

ESE Review

John

Psychological

Data:

ESE Center ___:

ESE Eligibility __X_:

_:

He is 16 years old and will begin 10th grade

his previous school

he was placed in a classroom for

severe learning disabilities.

The psychological report developed by our staff and previous
records indicate

a

severe deficit in the verbal areas.

Some strengths

are noticed in the performance area although the total performance

score is slightly lower than verbal areas.

The arithmetic and digit

span (WISC-R) are significantly higher than other verbal

subtest scores.

A complete academic assessment has been completed and suggests

extreme deficits in the areas of word recognition and comprehension.
Scores on Key Math indicate

a

better grasp of computational skills

but problems involving the interpretation of verbal

information are

distinctly depressed.
At this time no formal

prevocational assessment has been

completed.
An anecdotal

record reports that John has had some accidents

with machinery and tools.

His coordination, however, appears to
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be normal

at this time.

John has stated an interest in cooking and

has suggested that he might be interested in commercial

or gourmet

cooking.
His school

problem.

behavior has been excellent and attendance is not

a

His absences are well within the norms for the schools he

has attended.

John's parents are somewhat anxious about his future and are not

overjoyed with his basic skills progress.

They suggest that he has

not been trying hard enough, or things would have improved.
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School Staffing Report

Regular

Student's Name:
Grade:

Interventions

:

Anecdotal Reports _X_:

Behavioral Observations

Discipline Records

Vision

Review of Data:

__X_:

X:

Physical _X_:

X

:

Hearing

IEP
X

:

:

_:

Other

Carolyn has been referred to the staffing committee due

to academic failure and a visual

impairment.

regular class since the 6th grade.

school

ESE Review

11

Language

a

:

Carolyn

Psychological Report _X_:

Data:

ESE Center

ESE Eligibility _X_:

:

She has been assigned to

During the first five years in

she was given assistance through the program for the visually

impaired in

a

large metropolitan school district.

Carolyn was adamant,

when in the 6th grade, and refused placement in special programs.
It was the decision of staff as well

enroll

in the regular school

program.

as her parents, to allow her to

Her vision appears to be deter-

iorating in the left eye and she now qualifies for special education
services.

Psychological reports indicate average intellectual functioning
when instruments are modified for use with the visually impaired.
She shows very good verbal skills but performance subskills are

somewhat lower.

She has shown more than adequate potential and skill

development considering the extent of vision loss.

Academically, Carolyn made adequate progress until about the
time the change in visual acuity was identified.

Since that time
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(one school year) her academic work has steadily declined and teachers

indicate she does not complete assignments.
a

Two instructors report

hostile attitude when Carolyn is questioned about inadequate work.

One instructor reports that he was not aware of the visual problem.

Carolyn has not been interested in vocational education and
did not receive exposure to career exploration programs.
she indicates
areas.

a

Currently

slight interest in business and office occupations

She says that she likes people and works well

in close

proximity to others.
Carolyn's parents are concerned about her deteriorating vision.
The fear of the responsibility of a blind daughter has been

repeatedly expressed.
School for the Blind.

They think she should be enrolled in the
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School

Staffing Conference Report

Regular

Student's Name:
Grade:

:

ESE Review

Michael

10

Psychological Report

Data:

ESE Center

ESE Eligibility _X_:

:

Anecdotal Reports

Discipline Records
Language

Review of Data:

:

X

X

Vision

:

Physical

Michael

IEP

Behavioral Observations

:

X

Interventions _X_:

:

is a 15

:

X

Hearing

:

X

X

X

:

:

:

Other

year old male who has been placed in

program for the educable mentally retarded since 1969.
placement and educational plan is more than

a

a

Currently his

year old and is being

reevaluated by the committee.
The psychological report indicates that he is functioning at a
mental age of 12 years

3

months.

He shows depressed subtest scores

on the WISC with the exception of the object assembly and block design,

which are within the normal range.

The score indicates he is function-

ing in the mildly retarded range of performance.

His achievement profile shows a marked deficiency in reading

recognition, comprehension, and spelling.

indicate

a

Scores on the Key Math

high level of functioning, but still considerably below

normal

Preliminary career exploration courses have indicated

a

rela-

tively good manual skills and manipulative skills potential.
Michael has repeatedly asked to have more tasks and information on

working with animals.
in an animal

He has indicated that he would like to work

hospital or on

a

dairy farm.
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Michael's parents have suggested that Michael try for

veterinary training but express some doubts as to his ability
to follow through.

Michael's school behavior has been adequate, although he
tends to resist directions by instructors when confronted with

relatively new or difficult tasks.

His attendance has been

adequate, with three unexcused absences.
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TRAINING OPTIONS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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APPENDIX

F

VOCATIONAL OUTCOMES AND PLACEMENT PLANNING DECISION GUIDE

The student has been referred to the building placement committee
for

a

Assume that you are

programming or placement decision.

a

member

of the building committee or team and make the recommendations that

you feel are appropriate and then place

a

number between 0-100 for

each decision under each goal to show how well you think that

decision will help to reach that goal.

Example:

Outcome

1

Basic Skills

Decision

Place in prevocational program

Outcome

Outcome

2

Enjoy School

Social Skills

90

75

There are no right or wrong answers.
It's your judgment that counts!

99

3

60

Outcome 4
Respect Others

40

100

C3

o

APPENDIX G
LEVELS OF COMPETENCY FOR EACH
BUSINESS AND OFFICE CAREER CLUSTER

Level

I:

Level
Level
Level

II:

III
IV:

Business and Office Occupations Core
(minimum skills and preparation necessary
for all Business and Office Occupations)
Reinforcement and Expansion
Refinement and Application
Specialization and/or High Proficiency

Modules

Orientation to

Cler.
Occup.

Sec.
Occup.

Acctng.
Occup.

Bus. Data
Proc. Occup.

Bus. Adm.
Occup.

APPENDIX H
VOCATIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM STANDARDS

Instructional Program Title
USOE No .:

13.016000

Occupational Titles

:

Accounting Occupations

DOE No .:

7614

Statistical Clerk, Bookkeeper, Billing Clerk,

:

Bank Cashier, Bookkeeping and Billing Machine Operator, Payroll and

Timekeeping Clerk, Calculating Machine Operator, Tabulating Machine
Operator, Office Machine Operator, Bank Teller, Accountant, Accounts
Supervisor, Audit Clerk.
Instructional Level

10-15

:

Teacher Certification
Bookkeeping

:

Bus Ed 4; VOE 7; Teach CBE 7; Accting 7;

4 & 7

Instructional Program Goals

:

A program designed to develop job

competencies in occupations concerned with systematizing information
about transactions

and activities into accounts and quantitative

records and paying and receiving money.

Examples of related occupa-

tions toward which secondary, post secondary, and adult students may

work are:

Accounting Clerk, Bookkeeper, Accounts Receivable/Payable

Clerk, Cash Receipts/Disbursements Clerk, Payroll

Clerk, Inventory

Clerk, Accounting Equipment Operator, and Bank Teller.

Examples of

related occupations toward which post secondary and adult students
may work are:

Junior Accountant, Accountant, Cost Accountant, and
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Internal Auditor.

These occupations require analyzing, recording

and interpreting numerical data and compiling it into

a

workable

report form for management planning, budgeting, and allocating of

available resources for effective operation and stablizied productivity.

Instructional Program Content

:

The program includes

a

combination of

theory, simulated learning experiences, on the job training and

modules/activities to develop entry-level competencies.

Students

beginning work in these occupations will cover the modules/activities
identified in the Fundamentals of Business and Office Occupations
Program.

These include:

orientation to modules, telephone techniques,

filing and retrieving, keyboarding, incoming and outgoing mail, oral
and written communications, reprographics, human relations, grooming,

business records, math computation with and without machines, job

application procedures, data processing, business organization, and

leadership training.

Students will then progress to the next level

of modules which will reinforce and expand competencies in oral and

written communications, business records, and data processing.

At

the refinement and application level, the student will move into

modules which will further develop competencies in math computation
using machines and the various aspects of bookkeeping and accounting.

These modules may be covered at the same time, or preceding, on the
job training.
At the post secondary or adult level, the student will

have the

opportunity to develop higher proficiency in Accounting Occupations.
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This program will include Level
data processing.
will

complete

a

II

modules in management, finance,

At the refinement and application level, the student

module in decision making.

The student will complete

the continuum with modules designed to develop high proficiency in

accounting.
Total cumulative time required for completion of the preparatory

program is generally 720 hours; however, this may vary for clients
based on aptitude, prior competency attainment or changes and variations in employment requirements.

Any part of the program may be offered for any length of time
to provide supplementary training or retraining of adults who have

already entered the labor market to insure stability or advancement
or re-entry into employment.

The activities of Future Business Leaders of America/Phi Beta

Lambda are included as a part of the instructional program.

Students shall study and apply concepts of free enterprise,

consumer and economic education appropriate to the instructional
program so that they may function effectively in the American system.

APPENDIX
LEVEL

1

I

COMPETENCIES FOR BUSINESS EDUCATION

TELEPHONE TECHNIQUES
1.

Identify telephone services and types of calls

2.

Locate telephone numbers

3.

Answer the telephone

4.

Place telephone calls

FILING AND RETRIEVING
1.

Index, code, sort, and file alphabetically and chronologically

2.

Code, sort, and file numerically

3.

Retrieve materials from the file, complete an out card and
checkout record

4.

Identify types of filing supplies and procedures

5.

Identify types of filing equipment

TYPEWRITING
1.

Demonstrate correct typewriting techniques

2.

Identify operative parts of

3.

Identify principles of typewriting

4.

Demonstrate speed and accuracy in typing straight copy

5.

Type and correct business letters and envelopes

a

typewriter and their operations
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.
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6.

Type interoffice memoranda

7.

Chain-feed, type, and correct addresses on envelopes

8.

Type and correct tabulated information

INCOMING AND OUTGOING MAIL
1

Classify mail

2.

Identify special mail

3.

Locate zip codes

4.

Process outgoing mail

5.

Process incoming mail

6.

Forward mail

services

ORAL AND WRITTEN COMMUNICATIONS

dictionary

1.

Locate and record information found in

la.

Identify sections of a dictionary

lb.

Locate and record general information found in

lc.

Locate and record syllabication, diacritical marks, definitions,

a

a

dictionary

and synonyms
2.

Spell and define words

2a.

Write correct spelling for suggested statewide spelling words

2b. Write correct spelling for commonly used general

vocabulary

words
2c.

Write correct definitions for words on suggested statewide
reading vocabulary words

2d.

Write correct definitions for commonly used business and consumer
terms

3.

Find specific information in written material
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paragraph

3a.

Determine main idea stated in

3b.

Infer main idea of a paragraph

3c.

Find specific information in a selection

3d.

Identify the conclusion supported by

3e.

Identify facts and opinions

3f.

Identify unstated opinions

3g.

Identify conclusion on insufficient evidence

4.

Write grammatically sound and complete sentences

4a.

Identify subjects and predicates

4b.

Identify complete and incomplete sentences

4c.

Write complete sentences using simple phrases

4d.

Identify nouns and pronouns

4e.

Write complete sentences using nouns and pronouns

4f.

Identify verbs, verb phrases, and main verbs

4g.

Write complete sentences using given verbs and verb phrases

4h.

Identify correct usage of prepositions

4i

Write complete sentences using prepositions

.

a

a

paragraph

4j.

Identify possessive forms of nouns and pronouns

4k.

Write possessive forms of nouns and pronouns

41. Write complete sentences using possessive forms of nouns and

pronouns
4m.

Form contractions using apostrophes

4n.

Form possessives using apostrophes

4o.

Write complete sentences using conjunctions

4p.

Identify adjectives, adverbs, and interjections

4q. Write complete sentences using interjecti-ns, adjectives,

and adverbs
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5.

Write sentences with correct punctuation, capitalization,
abbreviations, and numbers

5a.

Punctuate sentences with commas

5b.

Write and punctuate sentences with commas

5c.

Punctuate end of sentences correctly

5d.

Punctuate compound sentences with commas and semicolons

5e.

Punctuate sentences with colons, semicolons, and dashes

5f.

Punctuate sentences with parentheses and quotation marks

5g.

Capitalize appropriate words in sentences

5h.

Abbreviate words correctly

5i.

Write numbers correctly in sentences

6.

Compose and write simple business letters

6a.

Identify qualities of effective business letters

6b.

Identify parts of business letters

6c.

Identify arrangement and punctuation styles of business letters

7.

Follow oral instruction

8.

Greet visitors and give them directions

REPROGRAPHICS
1.

Identify characteristics of copying/duplicating methods

2.

Make decisions on best copying/duplicating method to use

3.

Type, correct, and run spirit masters

4.

Tupe, correct, and run stencils

HUMAN RELATIONS
1.

Identify ways to increase self-understanding

2.

Identify terms relating to personal appearance and behavior

.
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3.

Identify personality traits that increase job performance

4.

Identify traits that promote good human relations

5.

Arrange five steps for improvement of personal conduct

6.

Analyze and develop written solutions to personal behavior
problems on the job

GROOMING
personal grooming plan

1.

Develop

2.

Demonstrate good grooming habits

a

BUSINESS RECORDS
1

Prepare checks and stubs

2.

Endorse checks using restrictive endorsement

3.

Prepare deposit slips and adjust checkbook

4.

Prepare bank reconciliations

5.

Prepare purchase requisitions

6.

Prepare purchase orders

7.

Prepare invoices

MATH COMPUTATIONS
1.

Solve math problems consisting of whole numbers

la.

Solve addition problems

lb.

Solve subtraction problems

lc.

Solve multiplication problems

Id.

Solve division problems

2.

Solve math problems consisting of decimal numbers

2a.

Solve addition problems

2b.

Solve subtraction problems

2c.

Solve multiplication problems

no

2d.

Solve division problems

3.

Solve math problems consisting of mixed numbers

3a.

Solve addition problems

3b.

Solve subtraction problems

3c.

Solve multiplication problems

3d.

Solve division problems

4.

Convert proper fractions to decimals

5.

Convert decimals to proper fractions

6.

Convert percents to proper fractions

7.

Convert improper fractions to mixed numbers

8.

Convert mixed numbers to improper fracti-ns

9.

Round numbers to designated decimal places

10.

Round mixed numbers to whole numbers

11.

Compute simple interest

12.

Compute cash discounts

13.

Convert problems using the standard U.S. unit of measure and
the metric unit of measure

13a.

Convert length

13b.

Covert capacity

13c.

Convert weight

14.

Prepare sales slip

15.

Compute on

a

ten-key machine

JOB APPLICATION PROCEDURE
1.

Complete

a

Social Security application form

2.

Complete

a

personal data sheet or resume

Ill

3.

Complete job application form

4.

Compose and type letter of application

5.

Participate in job interview

6.

Complete

a

W-4 form

DATA PROCESSING
1.

Identify applications of basic data, punched card and magnetic

storage processing terms
2.

Identify basic data, punched card, and magnetic storage terms
test

3.

Identify hardware and software as first, second, third, or

fourth generation
4.

Identify the advantages of each generation of hardware and

software over the preceding generation
5.

Identify the components on an 80-column card including

characteristics and positions

completed punched card

6.

Locare requested information on

7.

Identify the difference between punched card and magnetic recording

a

equipment
8.

Identify the relationship between

transaction on

a

a

source document and

a

single

unit or record (such as a punched card or

magnetic tape)
9.

Identify terms used with punched card and magnetic recording

equipment functions
10.

Identify computer hardware and software

11.

Identify the major programming languages ued in business data

processing

.

112

computer printout

12.

Manually correct errors in

13.

Verify the totals on the printout

14.

Locate requested information on

15.

Identify major types of careers in data processing with the

a

a

computer printout

duties performed and educational requirements needed
16.

Identify applications of computers in modern business

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION
(CONSUMER ECONOMICS)
1.

Identify basic characteristics (concepts) of the American

economic system.
2.

Identify factors of production

3.

Identify functions of marketing

4.

Identify functions of money

5.

Demonstrate value fluctuation of an individual's real income
during deflation and inflation

6.

Identify role of budgeting in personal financial planning

7.

Identify appropriate sources of consumer credit

8.

Identify basic types of consumer credit

9.

Identify advantages and disadvantages of using consumer credit

10.

Identify role of personal insurance in personal planning

11.

Identify elements of

12.

Identify wise-buying procedures

13.

Identify services performed by consumer information sources

a

contract

LEADERSHIP TRAINING
1

Prepare an agenda

2.

Identify purpose of parliamentary procedure

113

3.

Identify motions of parliamentary procedure

4.

Identify parliamentary procedure terms

5.

Make a motion

6.

Introduce individuals

7.

Introduce

8.

Identify characteristics used when introducing

9.

List characteristics of a good news release

a

speaker
a

speaker
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APPENDIX K
OUTCOMES AND ENTRY LEVEL SKILLS DECISION GRID

The student has been referred to the building placement

committee for

a

programming or placement decision.

Assume that

you are a member of the building committee or team and make the

recommendations that you feel are appropriate and then place

a

number between 0-100 for each decision under each goal to show how
well you think that decision will

help to reach that goal.

Example:

Outcome
Decision

Place in prevocational program

Outcome

1

2

Outcome

3

Basic Skills

Enjoy School

Social Skills

75

90

60

There are no right or wrong answers.
It's your judgment that counts!

123

Outcome 4
Respect Others

40
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APPENDIX

L

OUTCOMES AND DAILY LIVING SKILLS DECISION GRID

The student has been referred to the building placement

committee for

a

programming or placement decision.

Assume that

you are a member of the building committee or team and make the

recommendations that you feel are appropriate and then place

a

number between 0-100 for each decision under each goal to show how
well you think that decision will

help to reach that goal.

Example:

Outcome
Decision

Place in prevocational program

1

Outcome

2

Basic Skills

Enjoy School

75

90

Outcome

Social Skills

There are no right or wrong answers.

It's your judgment that counts!
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3

60

Outcome 4
Respect Others

40
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